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Played by Zarpaulus
From the game Story Yum: The Vore Game

A young two-tailed kitsune who was an American college student before he was eaten by a newly
awakened six-tail. She reincarnated him as a kit and raised him in her realm, teaching him the basics of life
as a kitsune. But he’s still inexperienced, if you total up his two lives and count subjective time he’s barely
into his forties, he barely knows more than shapeshifting. However, he’s still far more powerful than he was
as a human, and it’s made him a tad arrogant.

Now, before he was eaten and transformed he had a boyfriend he met on the internet. Alex would love to
eat him and make him a bit of him, or reincarnate him as a kitsune if he could figure out how.

Alex’s Cards

storium Gamma
HelpForumsFeedbackUpgrade!Throat_Wolf 

KITSUNE
A myst ical fox of mult iple
tails, you have a talent for
magic, especially
shapeshift ing…and a
voracious appet ite. Or maybe
you prefer spending t ime
inside someone else’s
body?    

SHAPESHIFTER
You can change your shape
in unexpected ways.    

WILD
Fill this in during play to
introduce a new Strength.

    

HUNGRY
    

WILD
Fill this in during play to
introduce a new Weakness.

    

EAT THAT SPECIAL
SOMEONE
There’s someone you’re fond
of—or else you despise.
Either way, you’ve set your
sights on putt ing them inside
of you—or putt ing yourself
inside of them, ...    

Nature Strength + Strength +

Weakness - Weakness - Subplot
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Comments
(Only you and Zarpaulus can see this)

MAP OF THE CAMPUS
A map brochure showing
where everything is on the
campus. It ’s a lit t le tricky to
read for first t imers, but
you’re sure you’ll get the
hang of it .    

ROHYPNOL MICKEY
Just the thing for slipping
into someone’s drink to make
them a bit  less resistant to
being eaten…or to eat ing
you.    

SEASONING KIT
A supply of spices and
condiments packed into a
tacklebox-sized “makeup” kit .
Just the thing a vore needs
to make any meal more
appet izing.    

HANG OUT AT THE
PUSSYCAT CLUB
You don’t really have
anything better to do. Why
not go down to the Pussycat
Club and hang out, see who
drops in to be dinner?    

HELP WANTED:
BARTENDER
There’s a help-wanted ad
posted on the bullet in board
by the bar. Maybe you
should see about hiring
on.    

VORE: THE OTHER
WHITE MEAT
The dinners the Pussycat
Club provides are tasty
enough, but there doesn’t
seem to be a lot of challenge
to them. Your tablemates
are looking pretty tasty,
...    

There are no comments on this character yet.

Add a comment for the Zarpaulus
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Played by sansuki
From the game Story Yum: The Vore Game

An orphan who grew up flitting from home to home and generally getting bounced around the System
until she couldn’t honestly say she had a strong connection to anyone at all, Brianna knew that she was
only going to ever be able to truly rely on herself. As soon as she turned 18, she vanished from her home
and school without a backwards glance, instead throwing herself bodily into what passed for both her job
and the love of her life- music. Brianna possesses a certain slightly unearthly look, which she diligently
enhances with strange hair and makeup choices, giving most the unsettling feeling that she’s not quite
human. Which, in fairness, she may not be- she never did track down the adoption records, or if she has
an extant family, or even if her parents were human.

One argument against being purely and 100% human with no strangeness up her family tree a few
branches is from the times she ate someone. She’s very careful about it, to be sure; never anyone that
most will miss, and generally not anyone she’s been strongly associated with. Still, she has certain…
instincts… that sometimes tell her it’s time to feed and add someone else to her frame. Brianna’s only too
happy to obey. Having grown up poor as dirt, the modest income she gets from singing in whatever
venue will have her seems to her like riches beyond dreams, but she of course always has an appetite for
more money, more food, more fun… she’s spent so long being miserable, that her entrance into the world
of parties and social life has been a revelation that the young woman wants to bask in for as long and as
hard as she can.

Brianna’s Cards
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HUMAN VORE
You seem to be an ordinary
human like any other, w ith
no special differences. But
that ’s only unt il you yawn…or
you give someone a much
bigger kiss than they
expect.    

LITTLE CRITTER, BIG
MOUTH
Though you appear normal-
sized, you can eat (or unbirth
or otherw ise encapsulate)
things as large as—or larger
than—you are.    

GET RICH
Surely someone w ith your
talents can figure out some
way to obtain a lit t le wealth,
right?    

Nature Strength + Subplot

Goal

x5
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Comments
(Only you and sansuki can see this)

HEADLINE AT THE
PUSSYCAT CLUB
You’ve got the inside track
on how to rock the house at
the Pussycat Club, if you
should want to sign up. Who
knows? Perhaps it  could lead
to a recording contract. At
the last, ...    

There are no comments on this character yet.

Add a comment for the sansuki
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Played by Strobe
From the game Story Yum: The Vore Game

Born with a wanderlust that could overwhelm the most adventurous souls, Tzelle hails from Eastern
Europe. Raised by a large and ever changing foster family, she warms quickly to people and makes fast
friends with anyone she meets that doesn’t immediately spurn her advances. When she came of age, her
wanderlust inspired her to pursue her education across the oceans.

Her sense of adventure knows no bounds - and is almost entirely to ‘blame’ for why she sports a spotted
coat of fur instead of the skin she was born in. In her mind, the only reason to lock a door is to make
whatever’s inside more interesting, and the Neko Project is as interesting as it gets.

Though she doesn’t know it yet, she’s also a vore. When that time comes, it’s all but certain she’ll pursue it
with the same gusto that spurs her love of exploration. Whether she ends up exploring how people taste
or exploring someone else’s insides is still up in the air.

Tzelle’s Cards
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NEKO
Meow! You’re a kitty-person!
Maybe you just have ears
and a tail, or maybe you’ve
got full-body fur and a
muzzle. Or maybe you can
choose whichever one you
feel like. ...    

ATHLETIC
In peak physical condit ion.
You can give it  your all for an
impressive amount of t ime
without stopping, and
recover from your fat igue
quicker than normal.    

CURIOUS
You just can’t  leave an
interest ing sight, sound, or
smell alone.    

CURIOUS
You can’t  leave an
interest ing sight, smell, or
sound alone.    

WILD
Fill this in during play to
introduce a new Weakness.

    

EXPLORE!
Go where you’ve never been
before and share your
experiences through song
and story.    

Nature Strength + Weakness -

Weakness - Weakness - Subplot
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Comments
(Only you and Strobe can see this)

Strobe said: Counts among her greatest inspirations Indiana Jones and Johnny Quest. Her favorite hobbies
are spelunking and rock climbing.
9 days ago

Add a comment for the Strobe

Submit comment
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